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ABSTRACT

In this short note we report our finding that within the context of alternative ver-

sion of the Brans-Dicke theory (for CJ > — | , where u> is the Brans-Dicke parameter)

the anisotropic Bianchi type cosmological models evolve towards the de Sitter isotropic

universe. In short it is shown that during inflation there is no difference between the

Brans-Dicke theory and General Relativity. Our result can thus be viewed as a general-

ization of the Wald's theorem for General Relativity.
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1 Introduction

One of the strong points that make us seriously consider cosmological models which predict

an inflationary phase in the early universe that they can "explain" the present state of the

universe without using highly special initial conditions [1]. Most of the work on inflation

however tacitly assumes Robertson-Walker symmetry [i.e. homogeniety and isotropy] from

the outset. If one assumes this it is well known that the inflation causes a large change

in the horizon size of the present universe on account of the exponential rate of expansion.

However the following questions naturally arise:

1. Do the cosmological models with non Robertson-Walker initial conditions will enter

or gracefully exit an inflationary epoch ?

2. Assuming that inflation indeed occurs then will initial inhomogenieties and anistropies

will be smoothed out ? Indeed as observed by Wald [1] gravitational interactions tend

to enhance rather than smooth them out.

Wald [l] has shown that for initially expanding homogeneous Bianchi models satisfying

the equations of General Relativity [GR] with a positive cosmological constant A evolve

towards the de Sitter universe, showing that A [vacuum energy] provides an effective means

of isotropizing homogeneous Universes.

It would be interesting to generalize Wald's result when there is a scalar field incorporated

in the Einstein's equations [2] [i.e. it could be a Brans-Dicke type theory]. The presence of

the scalar field is "interesting" because in current unification schemes [string theory etc] such

a field, is present. The purpose of the present paper is to show that th^ "Cosmic No-Hair"

theorem due Wald [1] holds for the Brans-Dicke [BD] theory in its alternative form [3] for

value of the BD parameter w > — | [the experimental limit is u > 500]. This result seems to

imply that there is no difference between GR and BD in the inflationary period. The results

for Wald's theorem in the context of other Tensor-Scalar theories [2], in particular for the

original BD theory will be reported in the future.



2 Cosmic No-Hair in Brans-Dicke Theory

We begin by considering the BD field equations with a positive cosmological constant [3]

1
(1)

Here Tl3 is the usual stress tensor [note that it does not include the vacuum energy] and

§ij is the energy momentum tensor of the <f> field. We assume that both the tensors satisfy

the dominant and the strong energy conditions. The dominant energy condition states for

normal unit vector to the homogeneous tiypersurface, n* that

[Tij + S^raW > 0 (4)

The Hawking Penrose theorem requires that

i v>o (5)

It is known that for the usual energy momentum tensor Tij both conditions hold Ti^rfn3 > 0;

[T,j — ~T]n'nj > 0. Thus the Hawking-Penrose conditions will be satisfied if

$ijn!nJ > 0 (6)

V > 0 (7)

On using eq. 2 the conditions 6 and 7 can be respectively written as

Thus eqs. 8 and 9 are satisfied if (u> > - | ) (the experimental limit is u > 500). From

equation 1 we have

G0-nW = A 4- ^-[Tn + Si^n3 (10)



where G\j is the Einstein tensor. The Raychaudri equation BD theory can be written as

n i i Sff6' 1 ^ ,- ,- STT6' 1 A'1"
Ripiri = —r~{Tl3 - -gijT)n'n3 + —j-(*i,' ~ - # J * ) ~ A (H)

c 2 c 2 A

Following the same procedure as adopted by Wald [1] for the case of General Relativity we

express eqs. 10 and 11 in terms of the extrinsic curvature A',j, the shear a^ and the scalar

curvature R as follows
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KlJ=crlJ + -KhlJ (14)

A' is the trace of A';J and hi3 is the spatial metric. Wald [1] has found that for all the Bianchi

models except for type-IX

R<0 (15)

For Bianchi models which are not type IX we have on using eqs. 4 and 5 [with UJ > 0]

K < A - ^A'2 < 0 (16)

Which is the same as in General Relativity. Hence if K > 0 in the begining, the universe

than expands forever (A' > 0 for all times). From eq. 16 we have two limits

A'>(3A)a (17)

and integrating the left side of the inequality we have,

- ^tan

Just as in GR K exponentially approaches (3A)2. It Follows from eqs, 12 and 18 that

TT (20)



It immediately follows from the above equation that the shear of the homogeneous hyper-

surface rapidily approaches zero. We also see from eqs. 12 and IS that [with to > 0]

[Ttj + <^ ]nV < [K* - 3A] < ^ - ^ T T ; (21)
o7rGsinh f

Thus we can see that for r > a the contribution of the matter energy density [non vacuum]

and the BD scalar field rapidily approach zero. One may try to account for it in two possible

ways:

1. : the scalar field <p can cancel the matter field's contribution by antigravity mecha-

nism [5, 2]

2. : the trivial case when q> is a constant in which case the BD theory reduces to the

Einstein's theory, and then Wald's theorem applies.

In any case the Wald's result for the spatial metric is valid for the BD theory too

A1J(r) = e x p 2 ( T ~ r o ) / t l J ( r o ) (22)
a

Thus for r > a the universe will appear free of matter, free of the BD scalar field <f>, and

hence nearly flat and isotropic like de Sitter Universe. We can conclude t hat due to the

expansion rate K rapidly approaches (3A.)1* during inflation, the universe is dominated by

the cosmological constant [vacuum energy] and the BD theory is indistinguishable from GR

in the inflationary era. In the case of Bianchi type-IX the same conclusions as drawn by

Wald [1] for GR hold for BD. If A is large he has shown that Bianchi type-IX will approach

de Sitter universe otherwise it is possible that the universe will collapse.
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